SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS SPECIAL ISSUE

HELSEINKI +40: THE ORGANIZATION FOR SECURITY AND CO-OPERATION IN EUROPE UNDER A STRESS TEST

Composed by guest editor Kari Möttölä (University of Helsinki) is a special issue of SHR (a quarterly journal published by Netherlands Helsinki Committee, vol 25-2) which offers an analytical and policy-orientated cross-section of the OSCE as an international institution reaching its 40th anniversary since the Helsinki Final Act. In putting the OSCE “to a stress test”, the contributors have looked at the past performance of the organization and assessed its competence, authority, and capability for meeting future challenges. Two of the articles will be available for free viewing on www.shrblog.com

List of Contributions

• The OSCE at 40: Looking at the Abyss of a Fault-line (will be freely available on SHR website) - Prof. Kari Möttölä
• The Geopolitics of European Security and Cooperation: the Consequences of U.S.-Russia Tension (will be freely available on SHR website) - J.D. Matthew Rojansky
• A Contested Consensus Rule : How to Make the OSCE More Effective - Dr. Andrei Zagorski
• Berlin’s Strategic Moment: The OSCE Chairmanship to Test Its Emergent Leadership - Dr. Constanze Stelzenmüller
• Helsinki+40 in the Historical Context - Dr. Christian Nünlist
• OSCE Principles: Which Principles? - Dr. Arie Bloed
• The Role of Arms Control in Future European Security - Dr. Łukasz Kulesa
• The Thin Line between Failure and Success: The OSCE’s Competence and Capability in Conflict Management: the Case of Georgia - Dr. Sinikukka Saari
• Threats and Challenges to the OSCE Area - Dr. Walter Kemp and Leopold Schmertzing
• Europe: Strategies for Co-operation and Joint Solutions - Dr. Adam Daniel Rotfeld
• The OSCE Network of Think Tanks and Academic Institutions : A Short Presentation

For more information visit the SHR website at http://www.shrblog.org/